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ABSTRACT 

Virtualization is revolutionizing however info technology resources associate degreed services area unit used and 

managed and has junction rectifier to an explosive growth within the cloud computing trade, illustrated by Google’s 

Cloud Platform and Amazon’s Elastic Cloud. It brings distinctive security issues like virtual traffic, denial of service 

and intrusion, leading to penetration of virtual machines that is calamitous for the enterprise, the user and also 

the cloud supplier. Virtual traffic between virtual machines  could ne'er leave the physical host 

hardware; creating ancient physical firewalls hopeless  to observe and secure it.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

In cloud computing multi residency is 

problematic, particularly with public clouds. for 

instance, co-

locating 2 competitive corporations within the same 

physical server will raise some privacy issues unless 

tenants area unit properly isolated from one 

another . Additionally hybrid clouds introduce inter-

cloud communications a security threat that should be 

properly genuine and guarded to avoid abuse. during 

this paper, we have a tendency to propose a virtual 

firewall to enhance security for virtual machines 

(VMs) in cloud setting. Virtualization permits 

not solely to scale back prices (electrical, space, 

hardware) by lowering the amount of physical 

machines, however it additionally eases the 

management of associate degree ever-

growing range of computers and servers. VM 

systems will be classified into 2 groups: kind I 

VMMs or kind II VMMs as shown in Figure one. a 

sort I VMM runs directly on the physical hardware 

associate degreed a sort II VMM runs as an 

application in a very traditional software package. 

However, virtualization is  each a chance and a threat 

, .   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 1. Type 1 and Type II VMM Architecture 

 

1.1 Traditional Firewalls 

A firewall puts a barrier that controls the flow of 

traffic among domains, hosts and networks. A 

firewall is typically placed between the general 

public web and a personal and sure network. they're a 

mix of hardware (network switches and routers) 

and software package that deals with network 

packets in keeping with a given set of rules (firewall 

policy) that's the protection policy. Conceptually 

there area unit 3 sorts of firewalls that area unit static, 

dynamic and application-layer firewalls 

that usually apply completely  

Table. 1 An example of rule in Traditional Firewalls  
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Basically there area unit key problems with the 

normal firewalls such as: 

 

• Security downside, caused by 

potential shaded rules and also 

the amendment of which means of the rule 

policy owing to rule locating,  

 

• Difficulty in rule style, within 

which one must fastidiously select the 

right positions for the firewall rules  so as to 

avoid listing 'bigger rules’ before 'smaller 

rules'[8]. 

 

1.2 Virtual Firewalls  

 

Virtual firewalls area unit the linchpin of enterprise 

security in cloud setting and area unit the fore most 

wide adopted technology for 

shielding virtual personal networks. a slip-up in a 

very firewall policy either creates security 

holes which will permit malicious traffic to sneak 

into a virtual personal network or blocks legitimate 

traffic and disrupts  traditional business processes, 

which, in turn, could lead on to irreparable, if not 

tragic, consequences. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

II.  RELATED WORK 

 

As a recommendation to grasp virtual firewalls, , , 

provides an summary of virtual firewalls and firewall 

policy that specialize in each network service access 

policy and firewall style policy. They didn't verify the 

implementation of the firewalls, nor do they use 

any explicit merchandise or security architectures or 

models. They unnoted the performance of the virtual 

firewall within the cloud setting a difficulty that we 

have a tendency to area unit progressing 

to verify during this paper. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

 

This section presents the look and implementation of 

the freshly projected virtual firewall. the essential 

style is conferred and illustrated. First, the cloud 

infrastructure alternative and why it had been chosen 

is printed. Then the virtual firewall used in this cloud 

infrastructure is represented on with the basic set of 

filtering rules. we'll analyze the advantages of 

the projected firewall and improve the essential style 

and analyze the performance. 

 

3.1 Cloud Infrastructure 

 

In order to assess a virtual firewall in a 

very cloud setting, it's needed to decide on a cloud 
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platform wherever the analysis can occur. 

Open supply software package will be used because 

it is kind of simple to put in and got wind of the cloud 

platform while not having to fret regarding the 

value or copyright problems. 

It additionally permits any future work or 

improvement supported this paper a lot 

of easier. we've used Oracle VM Virtual Box because 

the virtual machine monitor and Open Nebula as a 

cloud toolkit accustomed manage and build the cloud 

infrastructure. 

 
Fig 3. A small size network showing the cloud 

infrastructure to be implemented 

Oracle VM Virtual Box is the popular cross-platform 

virtualization software package that allows multiple 

operative systems to run on one desktop. 

It permits conveyance of running VMs between 

hosts while not interruption and support for 

large workloads of up to thirty two virtual CPUs. 

Virtual Box isn't solely an especially feature wealthy, 

high performance product for enterprise 

customers, however it's additionally an 

expert answer that's freely obtainable as 

Open supply software package below the terms of 

the wildebeest General Public License (GPL) 

version two . The machine running the Virtual Box 

hypervisor contains 3 components: Oracle VM 

Virtual Box Hypervisor, Domain0, the privileged 

domain and DomainU, the unprivileged domain 

guest. 

 

OpenNebula is associate degree open supply cloud 

toolkit that allows to create and manage any form 

of cloud Infrastructure and is straightforward to put 

in, update and operate by the admins , and use 

by finish users It will act with multiple completely 

different hypervisor such as Xen, KVM, or VMWare 

ESX. OpenNebula integrate and works with existing 

technologies like MySQL, Ceph, LVM, GlusterFS, 

Open vSwitch, Ceph, LDAP and this 

enables delivering a lightweight, versatile and strong 

cloud manager 

For easy analysis, it's been accustomed implement a 

personal cloud thus each shoppers and virtual 

machines are localized on identical website. so as to 

implement a personal cloud 

infrastructure, 2 machines are required: a frontend 

and a node. The frontend is employed to put in the 

cloud toolkit (OpenNebula) whereas the node is 

employed to put in the Oracle VM Virtual Box 

hypervisor to blame of the VMs. The software 

package of those machines are Windows because it 

absolutely supports Oracle VM Virtual Box and 

Open Nebula. In terms of hardware necessities, the 

node ought to gift high CPU performance in order to 

support virtualization. Also, its processor ought to 

support virtualization (AMD-V or Intel-VD 

processor). Once the platform is  in situ, 

Windows pictures area unit put in on the 

node mistreatment Oracle VM Virtual Box and 

deployed for users mistreatment Open Nebula. 

3.2 Virtual Firewall 

 

The design of the projected ‘Virtual firewall’ is 

shown in Fig. 3. This style will avoid the 

constraints of static (current) firewall. during 

this section, we'll justify the benefits of virtual 

firewall including: 

• Dynamic (virtualization-aware) operations 

• Ease of management 

• Multi-tenant support 

• Cost-effectiveness 
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Fig 4 Basic virtual firewall structure 

 

The virtual firewall may be 

a new reasonably firewall within which the 

principles area unit dynamically conferred rather 

than statically or manually conferred. Once the 

Hypervisor is put in, the privileged domain 

(dom0) isn't solely accountable of the guest 

management however additionally of bridging the 

various unprivileged domain (domU) to that. for 

every new dom U instance, Hypervisor creates  a 

brand new combine of connected 

virtual LAN interfaces with one finish in dom0 and 

also the alternative in domU. The firewall 

uses IP addresses, protocols and ports to filter 

network traffic; it can even track the state of 

a association of the flow that experience it and thus is 

taken into account 

full examination firewall. 

Improvement of the basic design 

 

 

 
Fig 5 Improved design of the firewall using IP ranges  

 

IV.   IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

 

This section shows the cloud infrastructure 

implementation, virtual firewall implementation and 

also 

theconsumer aspect implementation accustomed acce

ss information in cloud setting. 

4.1 Cloud Implementation 

 

As made public in the style section, the node 

is enforced with the Oracle VM VirtualBox 

Hypervisor to make and manage VMs. The 

characteristics of the node machine area unit the 

following: two.66 rate Intel Quad Core i3 processor, 

64-bit platform and three GB of RAM. 

The Oracle VM Virtual Box is put in on high of the 

Windows seven host software package. Once the 

VMM is put in it's currently doable to make VMs 

directly from the node, but as a result of the 

thought is to implement a personal cloud, we 

wish the creation of VMs to be managed by the 

frontend with Open Nebula. A 60Gb 

virtual laborious disk is formed as well as a 

virtual compact disc drive inform to a 

Windows seven installation image. With 

this, we'll be ready to copy the virtual disk image 

throughout the Frontend implementation thus we 

have a tendency to will simply deploy VMs from 

there. Once the node is prepared to run 

VMs, it's vital to setup a network bridge thus these 

VMs will communicate on the network. On 

the consumer aspect users can hook up with their 

VMs mistreatment protocol service so as to 

access information within 

 

4.2 Virtual Firewall Implementation  

 

The virtual firewall implementation is conducted on 

Oracle VM Virtual Box with the virtual firewall 

operative within the Kernel house. just 

like IPTABLES, we have a tendency to concentrate 

on the network firewall that verifies the requests or 

packet forwarding between the network interfaces. 

The algorithmic rule includes 3 programs as follows:  

 

• Virtual firewall. it's written with Visual C# 

language on Windows so as to observe the 

packets and build a call whether or not the 

packets or request ought to be accepted 
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or born. This program runs on the 

Kernel house.  

 

• Rule Sender. this can be written with C# 

language on UNIX so as to receive rules 

from GUI (running on the user’s Windows 

XP/7/8). Rule Sender would send the 

principles to Virtual Firewall through 

‘procfs Virtual File System’, a 

particular memory for the info exchange 

between the regular software package and 

also the software package acting on Kernel. 

This Rule Sender runs on the User house(not 

the Kernel Space).  

 

• GUI. it's written with C# language on 

Windows so as to speak with directors in 

order that every 

administrator might produce a 

rule. when making and redaction the 

principles, the user will either save or 

send/apply the rule to the firewall in order 

that the rule will be functioned. GUI can 

communicate with the ‘Rule Sender’ on the 

firewall. 

 

 

Fig 6 Implementation of Virtual Firewall 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE  

     WORK 

 

In this paper, a short outline of virtual firewalls and 

security mechanism enforced in numerous cloud 

setting is given. the essential style of the virtual 

firewall which incorporates cloud infrastructure and 

also the virtual firewall still because 

the preparation of virtual machines and 

implementation method is printed. The virtual 

firewall are deployed within the VMM, and also 

the filtering procedure are supported packet attributes 

and host info. within the next study we'll increase the 

filtering procedures, protocols and judge the 

performance of the firewall. 
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